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Introduction
Deployment of loan capital is central to a CDFI’s mission. Strong deployment is a means to greater
community development impact, a stronger balance sheet, and increased earned income. Most
CDFIs, regardless of staff or portfolio size, face periodic deployment challenges; some face fairly
constant deployment challenges. These challenges include but are not limited to lack of staff
capacity, competition from other lenders, and lack of quality deals.
CDFIs across the country have developed techniques--tailored to individual staff needs, service areas,
and business models--to help them deploy much-needed funds into their markets. This memo
describes common barriers to deployment faced by Small Business CDFIs and effective methods
these CDFIs are using to increase loan volume.

Methodology
In May and August 2013, we distributed a deployment strategies survey to 103 CDFIs that primarily
finance small businesses.1 Sixty-two CDFIs responded, including many of the Goldman Sachs 10,000
Small Businesses CDFI Growth Collaborative partners. We conducted follow-up interviews with five
survey respondents. These interviews offered further insight into deployment, marketing, and
capitalization strategies. In addition to findings from the surveys and interviews, this TA Memo
incorporates learning from FUND Consulting’s 13 years of experience working with CDFI small
business lenders.

Survey Respondents

Survey respondents varied by institution type, number of staff, portfolio size, and deployment ratios.
Respondents are primarily loan funds (47), followed by CDFI banks (13), one venture fund, and one
1

The authors are from FUND Consulting. FUND Consulting issued the May 2013 survey to its client CDFIs. OFN contracted
FUND Consulting to issue the same survey to the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses Growth Collaborative partners and
other OFN Members in August 2013.
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CDFI that did not identify its financial institution type. The average respondent has a staff size of
eight to 10 and a portfolio of over $20 million. Deployment ratios (defined as gross loans outstanding
divided by total capital available for lending) vary greatly, with one-third of respondents falling in the
66% to 85% range. See Appendix A for details on these and other respondent characteristics.

Profiles of the Five Interviewed CDFIs

We interviewed four loan funds (Access to Capital for Entrepreneurs, Bridgeway Capital, Inc., The
Progress Fund, and Virginia Community Capital) and one CDFI Bank (Noah Bank). Brief profiles of
these five CDFIs follow.
Access to Capital for Entrepreneurs (ACE) is a nonprofit loan fund headquartered in Cleveland,
Georgia. ACE provides capital to small businesses and microenterprises throughout northern Georgia
and the Atlanta metro area. Products include healthy food and energy efficiency loans. ACE is an OFN
Member and a partner in the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses CDFI Growth Collaborative.
Bridgeway Capital, Inc. is a nonprofit loan fund with branches in Pittsburgh and Erie, Pennsylvania.
Bridgeway provides small business loans, microloans, and nonprofit loans throughout western
Pennsylvania, with a particular focus on low-income and minority business owners. Bridgeway is an
OFN Member.
Noah Bank is a certified CDFI bank with branches in eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and the New
York City metro area. Noah provides a full menu of loan products, including Small Business
Administration (SBA) loans, and serves the Asian-American community in the tri-state area.
The Progress Fund (TPF) is a nonprofit loan fund based in Greensburg, Pennsylvania and serves parts
of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Maryland, and Ohio. TPF’s focus is small business lending that serves
the growing tourism industry or producers of value-added location foods in rural communities. TPF is
an OFN Member.
Virginia Community Capital (VCC) is a nonprofit loan fund with offices in Richmond and
Christiansburg, Virginia. VCC is also a bank holding company for Community Capital Bank of Virginia,
the only state-charted community development bank in the state. VCC provides capital to small
businesses, particularly in largely rural and minority areas, throughout the state of Virginia. VCC is an
OFN Member and a partner in the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses CDFI Growth
Collaborative.

Deployment Challenges
CDFIs of all types reported facing numerous barriers to deployment, with most respondents
indicating that they faced more than one of these issues (See Chart 1). Across all CDFIs, lack of
quality deals and insufficient staff capacity were the most commonly cited barriers, followed by
competition with other lenders, lack of a marketing budget, and insufficient capital to meet demand.
As shown in Chart 1, there are differences between banks and loan funds: for example, banks cite
competition as the number one barrier and loan funds cite it as the least common barrier.
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Chart 1
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Lack of quality deals stands out as the most common barrier to deployment: more than two-thirds
(68%) of all respondents, and more than 50% of loan funds and 50% of banks, indicated that this
was a challenge. Of these respondents, nearly three-quarters indicated that lack of collateral was the
applicant’s major issue, followed by low credit score (64%) and lack of financial literacy (45%).
The five interviewees offered further commentary on the lack of quality deals. VCC noted that the
quality of small business deals is affected by four issues:





Company operating performance has not fully recovered to pre-recession cash flows;
Losses from the past several years have weakened balance sheets and company leverage;
Small business owners have personally suffered from reduced cash flow and their individual
credit scores are low; and
Equity in the owner’s house, often used as collateral for small business loans, is limited due
to the current housing market.

Although the quality of deals is perennially an issue for loan funds in particular, interviewees
commented that the credit squeeze that started with the economic downturn in late 2007 had
actually helped increase the number of quality deals they received. The tightening of credit by banks
and other mainstream lenders pushed qualified businesses to seek capital from non-traditional
sources of capital like CDFIs. Despite signs of economic recovery, in 2013 loan funds find that they
are still attracting clients that are unable to obtain loans from banks, even those with higher credit
scores and acceptable collateral. According to Bridgeway, “Banks are only lending in perfect
situations, and are not loosening up from a risk standpoint… All my loan officers are ex-bankers, and
we’ve made comments that we’re doing deals at Bridgeway that five years ago in banking we would
have been competing with every bank in town for.” Loan funds recognize that as the economy
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continues to recover, competition from banks for quality deals will return and traditional lenders may
once again tempt away borrowers.
Interviewees expanded on some of the other barriers they face. ACE noted that its constraints on
deployment were related to geographic funding restrictions. For example, they often have difficulty
deploying funds in metropolitan Atlanta, a large geographic area, due to restrictions that require
them to deploy their capital in rural communities where demand may be lower. VCC has found that
its cost of funds is often slightly higher than its competition and, as a result, it often needs to take on
additional risk to get the returns it is seeking.
Although they may appear quite different in many ways, regulated and unregulated CDFIs face many
of the same challenges in deploying capital. As shown in Chart 1 above, community development
banks and loan funds identify lack of staff capacity, lack of quality deals, and lack of marketing
budget as barriers at approximately the same rate. In follow-up interviews, some banks and loan
funds expressed frustration at the cost of capital, difficulties in raising funds, and the importance of
setting goals for the CDFI. One notable difference between regulated and unregulated CDFIs is
competition: nearly two-thirds of CDFI banks indicated this is a barrier to deployment compared to
less than a quarter of loan funds. Noah Bank commented that it faces competition in its narrow
target market of Asian Americans as there are many other banks that also target that same
population. This is in addition to the national banks, community banks, and other financial institutions
that serve the same geography including but not specifically targeting the Asian American market.
Another difference is how CDFI banks and loan funds have weathered the recent economic
downturn. CDFI banks have had significant difficulty in deploying capital over the past few years due
to increased regulatory constraints, tightened credit, and the growth in competition that has come as
a result. Noah Bank has found that the recent economic upswing has not greatly improved its lending
situation. “The quality [of loans] has decreased due to the hardship caused by the economic
downturn, but more importantly, as the economy has improved, due to the competition, the loan
terms have become less favorable for banks. It has been a double-edged sword for lenders.
Borrowers want lower rates and fixed-rate periods rather than floating for the length of the loan.
Banks have ‘stepped up’ and provided these lower rates, which has caused some of the margin
compression that banks have felt.” Other CDFI banks as well have indicated that there is increased
competition for quality deals that fall within regulatory constraints.

Best Practices in Deployment Strategies
Characteristics of CDFIs with Increased Deployment

It is little surprise that 95% of survey respondents indicated that increasing loan volume has been a
priority in the past three years; most (over three-quarters) but not all, achieved that goal. The
characteristics of CDFIs with increased deployment vary widely. They are both CDFI banks and loan
funds. Nearly half (45%) had loan portfolios of less than $10 million, while 40% had portfolios
greater than $20 million. Almost half had 10 or fewer staff members, while one-third indicated that
their staff exceeded 20 people. Similarly, they served a wide variety of geographies, from a
community to a state to a national market. See Appendix A for more detail on the characteristics of
CDFIs with increased deployment.
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Common Strategies to Address Deployment Barriers

CDFIs have developed myriad methods for maintaining and increasing their deployment based on
their specific target markets, borrower needs, and business models. Marketing and outreach were
used by many survey respondents, Fifty seven percent of respondents with loan volume growth over
the past three years attributed part of that growth to their marketing and outreach efforts. As shown
in Chart 2, developing referral relationships was the main marketing strategy used to increase loan
volume, followed by speaking at community events and providing technical assistance or
development services to businesses.
Chart 2
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Included in the “Other” category in Chart 2 are strategies such as:










Specialized/focused lending
Continued expansion in existing or larger service area
Partnerships with government agencies
Increasing staff size
Establishment of new branches (CDFI banks)
Rebranding
Working/partnering with other lenders
Building awareness of CDFIs among intermediaries
Direct contact with businesses

Having clearly stated deployment goals (both in terms of dollars and deployment ratio) in strategic
and capitalization plans has also served as an effective incentive to grow loan volume: all
respondents that had completed a strategic plan and 90% of respondents that had completed a
capitalization plan found them to be helpful to some extent in growing loan volume.
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Further details about some common deployment strategies, including referral relationships,
deployment goals, marketing, specialization in lending, and capitalization, are outlined below.

Referral Relationships

Among the survey participants, 98% indicated that referral relationships were the most successful
strategy in increasing loan volume, with several respondents noting that face-to-face meetings with
referral sources have the strongest impact. Similarly, 56% of respondents indicated that speaking at
community events was another successful strategy and has often led to additional referral
relationships. As one respondent noted, “Our biggest marketing attribute is relationships… We’ve had
the most success with getting out there, meeting people, and developing relationships.”
A key factor to successful referral relationships is a deliberate, managed approach. Bridgeway
Capital has developed a three-step process for developing and nurturing referral relationships with
banks that are a key strategy for maintaining and increasing deployment. Bridgeway has established
relationships with several large, national banks to which they reach out every year to 18 months.
They have also developed referral relationships with several smaller, community banks, many of
which had approached Bridgeway about developing this relationship. Bridgeway has found that each
time they complete this three-step process they see an increase in referrals and subsequent
deployment.





First, several members of Bridgeway’s loan and marketing staff make a face-to-face
presentation about the organization to bank staff, usually consisting of business bankers and
branch managers, providing key information about Bridgeway’s products and services.
Second, after the presentation, Bridgeway staff reaches out individually to each attendee
from the bank to strengthen the connection with the banker, allow for follow-up questions,
and keep the organization on the banker’s radar for potential referrals. Bridgeway staff then
monitors the referrals from each banker individually and the bank as a whole, and reviews
these referral numbers monthly to quantify the results of the presentation and the
subsequent relationships.
Third, if the relationships have been successful and the bank has provided sufficient referrals
within approximately 90 days, Bridgeway hosts a reception for the bank staff as a thank you
for their business. During the reception, Bridgeway highlights specific deals that closed as a
result of the bank’s referrals. The organization also gives Bank of the Year and Banker of the
Year awards at its annual meeting based on the number of referrals received from a bank
and an individual banker, respectively.

In a similar vein, VCC hosts a luncheon at the end of every year for borrowers, prospective
customers, and referral sources to reinforce the relationships with the various parties, thank them,
and provide them with information about VCC’s success, products, and services. This opportunity for
face-to-face interactions has helped to build new and strengthen existing relationships.
Although not interviewed directly for this memo, Community First Fund, a nonprofit loan fund located
in Lancaster, PA and a member of the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses CDFI Growth
Collaborative, also serves as a notable example for leveraging referral relationships. The loan fund
recognizes that referral sources are not limited to direct relationships with banks, small business
development centers, and other partners. Community First identifies “influencers” who indirectly
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create referrals. These influencers include small town mayors, bank presidents or other high-level
staff, and other people in positions of power that have multiple connections and whose mention of
the loan fund may open doors for referrals. Community First staff, including the CEO and COO,
makes an effort to meet with these influencers in person once a year in order to ensure their
continued relationship, keeps them up to date on Community First’s accomplishments, and provides
further information that may be helpful to the influencer.

Deployment Goals

Several CDFIs noted that setting specific deployment goals has been a successful tool for increasing
loan volume. For example, ACE has set an organization-wide deployment ratio goal of 60%. This goal
is factored into the annual budgeting strategy and each loan officer in turn is given individual goals
for loans closed and dollars deployed based on the specific product on which they focus. These goals
are somewhat flexible and are adjusted as necessary throughout the year based on external factors
including funder deployment goals and timelines, for example.
Bridgeway is striving toward a deployment ratio of 80% by 2016, with interim annual goals for the
ratio and for dollars deployed. The organization maintains its strict lending standards to ensure that
loan quality does not deteriorate with growth in deployment. Similar to ACE’s process above,
Bridgeway breaks the overall deployment goal (in dollars) down for each loan officer, based on the
officer’s deployment from the previous year and the average size of his or her loan product.
Bridgeway deliberately has not implemented an incentive program for its lending staff, instead hiring
individuals that are mission-driven, as determined through a behavioral assessment conducted during
the interview process. The feedback the organization has received from its staff is that the lack of
incentives for individuals creates an environment in which staff members help each other and
promotes a good work-life balance.
VCC is working on building a sales culture among its lending staff. Each staff member has
deployment goals (in dollars) as well as pipeline goals for each fiscal year, and VCC plans to
introduce financial incentives for its lending staff. These goals motivate loan officers and
management and also serve as benchmarks for determining the success of the organization. Loan
staff are also heavily involved in the organization’s marketing initiatives to help facilitate the sales
process and to create a strong connection between marketing and deployment across the
organization.

Marketing

Many of the survey respondents have small staff sizes and as such are unable to sustain full-time
marketing staff: 20% of respondents answered that they have no staff dedicated to marketing, while
43% had one person on staff for this purpose. An additional 10% (“<1” in Chart 3) have found
creative ways of distributing marketing tasks among staff, using administrative staff or hiring interns
to perform these functions, or delineating marketing as part of another staff member’s job function.
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Chart 3
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Respondents’ marketing strategies vary widely and include:







Holding informational meetings at local libraries in underserved areas in the Target Market;
Marketing products and services to strategic partners, including SCORE (small business
mentoring program)
Hiring outside professionals to develop marketing materials, including web designers, graphic
designers, and professional writers
Developing partnerships with local agencies who work with entrepreneurs
Hiring marketing staff for specific loan products
Marketing through media sources, including websites, internet advertisements, social media,
press releases, and radio advertisements

CDFIs have also found marketing plans, another vehicle by which to clearly articulate goals and
related strategy, to be a successful way to increase loan volume. Of the survey respondents that
have completed a marketing plan, 62.5% found it helpful to very helpful in facilitating deployment.

Marketing Materials

Marketing materials in the forms of brochures or other handouts are an important marketing tool for
many CDFIs. Since its inception in 1996, The Progress Fund has created one-page “Product profile”
handouts that feature a borrower success story. The handout highlights the borrower, their financial
need, the loan product that TPF offered them, and the success of their business that occurred as a
result of the loan, along with a picture. This simple marketing piece does not include interest rates or
terms, but rather tells a story of a successful borrower to help potential borrowers envision their own
potential success story, demonstrate that borrowers are the organization’s main focus, and show
current or potential funders the impact of their investments. As TPF points out, “we put the spotlight
on real people. Stories and pictures stick in the minds of potential borrowers, referral sources, and
investors. Referral sources know that the people they send to us don’t get lost in the process here,
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and the profiles paint a perfectly clear picture of who we help and who should be referred to us.” See
Appendix B for examples of TPF’s borrower stories.
Bridgeway Capital has found recent success in marketing its products and services directly to the end
user. Bridgeway recognized a significant opportunity for lending to the manufacturing industry in its
western Pennsylvania service area and as such expanded its loan products to these businesses for
purposes including expansion, working capital, and acquisition. The organization developed a
marketing handout that provides necessary information on financing to manufacturers. Bridgeway
has similar fliers for its business education programs and SBA loans. Although the organization still
relies heavily on referral sources for business, end-user marketing gives Bridgeway another means of
getting information into the hands of potential borrowers. See Appendix C for examples of
Bridgeway’s end-user marketing materials.

Marketing through Media

Although only 40% of survey respondents indicated that their most successful marketing strategy for
increasing loan volume was their website and 21% indicated it was their newsletter, CDFIs are
finding creative ways to use various forms of media to market themselves to potential borrowers and
referral sources. One survey respondent noted that they have had “better exposure with [the] public
using social media marketing such as Facebook and YouTube,” a second added that “press coverage
and/or writing magazine articles” was a successful marketing strategy, and a third found that “radio
advertising in our key markets did raise awareness among our referral networks, which resulted in
increased referrals.”
TPF also noted that press releases and other media coverage have been useful in marketing
themselves in order to increase loan volume. TPF issues a press release whenever they close a loan
to a new business or when an existing borrower is doing something particularly noteworthy, such as
an expansion or introducing a new product. In order to streamline this process and ensure highquality releases, TPF has hired a professional journalist to do these write-ups. As an added bonus,
this journalist often writes an article about the borrower in the local newspaper, further disseminating
information about both the borrower and TPF’s products and services.

Specialization

Several interviewees reported that one of their most successful marketing strategies is a specialized
focus in their lending. These CDFIs have found a lending focus that works for their borrowers, their
funders, and their business models.
TPF has found its niche in offering loans to a specific group of borrowers. TPF’s multi-state service
area covers western Pennsylvania and parts of Ohio, West Virginia, and Maryland, and the
organization supports and capitalizes small businesses involved in outdoor recreation and the tourism
industry. As such, TPF’s small business borrowers include restaurants, retail stores, and other
businesses that serve tourists throughout northern Appalachia and along the Great Allegheny
Passage. The specificity of its focus has three goals:




Standing out from the crowd of lenders
Being memorable and obviously impactful to the funding community
Helping TPF develop expertise to lessen risk
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TPF’s effective rural programs and niche lending to small businesses in the tourism industry were key
to TPF winning a Wells Fargo NEXT Award for Opportunity Finance in 2011.2 TPF is now the primary
lender on approximately 95% of its loans, which lessens risk from commercial lenders who might
have been in first position on collateral, and has lent over $43 million since inception.
Noah Bank has found success in providing small business loans to Asian communities throughout its
service area of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York. This focus has helped it fully understand
the needs of its borrowers and enabled it to tailor its products and services accordingly. As Noah
Bank continues to expand, it looks specifically to markets with large Korean or other Asian American
populations. Noah Bank has developed expertise in Small Business Administration (SBA) lending to
better serve its clients. Not every community bank offers these loans and Noah’s expertise has made
it more successful in serving its niche market.
Bridgeway Capital has found success in having each loan officer focus on only a few specific products
rather than having every loan officer responsible for every product, regardless of size or type. This
method creates narrow but deep, rather than shallow but broad, expertise among its loan officers, all
of whom are former bankers. Since updating its business strategy to narrow the focus of its loans
officers, Bridgeway has seen an increase in loan volume.

Capitalization

There is a strong connection between the capitalization and deployment. The amount of, terms of,
and funding restrictions on a CDFI’s capital can positively or negatively impact the amount of capital
a CDFI is able to lend out. The deployment ratio, in turn, can be a key to attracting additional capital.
Funding sources recognize that a strong deployment ratio represents a CDFI’s ability to get loans out
the door while keeping enough on hand to avoid completely exhausting the organization’s capital. A
deployment ratio that is too low indicates that a CDFI is not closing enough loans, while a ratio that
is too high indicates that the CDFI is overextending its capital, indicating vulnerability in the
organization’s sustainability. Additionally, many CDFIs have developed capitalization plans to guide
them in raising new capital: of those survey respondents who had completed a capitalization plan,
90% indicated that it was helpful to some extent in facilitating deployment.
Capitalization strategies and their effect on deployment varied among interviewees. VCC has a unique
capitalization structure in that it is a nonprofit loan fund but is also the holding company for a statechartered community development bank, Community Capital Bank of Virginia. The loan fund and
bank participate in loans together, which allows VCC to offer larger loans to its borrowers. The bank
is a source of readily accessible capital and provides credibility in the marketplace due to its status as
an FDIC-insured financial institution.
As noted earlier, The Progress Fund has a specific niche market focused on lending to tourism-based
small businesses throughout northern Appalachia. In order to continue to build on this business
model, TPF only accepts unrestricted capital that will allow it to continue with its current lending
parameters.

2

For more information on the Wells Fargo NEXT Awards for Opportunity Finance go to www.nextawards.com.
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ACE has struck a balance in seeking capital that gives the organization freedom to develop loan
products that suit its market while working within the restrictions of the capital. In 2008, ACE
launched its Georgia Green Loans (GGL) program, which provides loans to businesses that offer
environmentally friendly products or services or want to make their processes more environmentally
efficient. ACE was able to find funding for this program through the Small Business Administration.
This capital has allowed ACE to tailor these products to its borrowers and develop expertise in this
area of lending. ACE was also a recipient of a CDFI Fund 2011 Healthy Foods Financing Initiative
award and subsequently launched a healthy foods loan product. ACE has focused this lending on
specific neighborhoods where there is a particular need for improved access to healthy foods.
Conclusion
The likelihood of successful deployment is increased by relying on the fundamentals of management.
CDFIs of all shapes and sizes have developed a variety of ways to overcome barriers to deployment.
The survey results and selected interviews with five CDFIs demonstrate how, though very different
from one another, CDFIs recognize hurdles to deployment and have tailored strategies for
overcoming them. While common strategies include development and maintenance of referral
relationships, creative marketing strategies, deployment goals, specialization in lending, and
capitalization planning, what increases the effectiveness in deployment for these CDFIs is clearly
stated deployment goals and integrated strategies that link capitalization, marketing, and deployment
into a cohesive and measurable management approach.
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Appendix A: Survey Respondent Characteristics
All Survey Respondents
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Service Area of All Respondents
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Survey Respondents with Increased Loan Volume Over Past Three Years
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Appendix B: The Progress Fund Borrower Stories
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